TRADE AND POLITICS IN 19TH-CENTURY
LIVERPOOL: THE TOBIN AND HORSFALL FAMILIES
AND LIVERPOOL'S AFRICAN TRADE
Martin Lynn

Liverpool's maritime history is intimately tied to its trade with
Africa. Liverpool was the port at the heart of the British slave
trade from the 1740s through to abolition in 1807. At the
trade's peak over four fifths of the slaves carried across the
Atlantic each year by British traders were carried in Liverpool
ships. Nearly 35,000 tons of Liverpool shipping was involved in
slaving in the late 1790s; this was 8% of the total Liverpool
tonnage involved in all trades.' Yet it is often forgotten that after
1807, African trade remained central to Liverpool's commercial
prosperity and that in the nineteenth century no less than the
eighteenth, Liverpool led Britain's trade with Africa. Shipping
firms in the African trade like Elder Dempster & Co., and
businessmen like A. L. Jones and John Holt, not to mention
William Lever, stand at the heart of Liverpool's maritime
history from the later nineteenth century. An understanding of
Liverpool's nineteenth-century maritime history therefore
requires an understanding of the continuing importance of
Liverpool's trade with Africa.
Much work has been done on Liverpool's role in the
nineteenth-century African trade, not least by Peter Davies and
John Latham. 2 Yet to a large extent historians have tended to
concentrate on the later decades of the nineteenth century and
on the African side of this commerce. Much work has been
done on how Liverpool merchants operated in West Africa,
how they obtained produce from African suppliers and on how
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they coped with the depression in the African trade that set in
towards the end of the century. 3 With the exception of work by
B. K. Drake, little has been done on the early years of the
century when Liverpool traders first developed the new
'legitimate commerce' that replaced the slave trade.4 There is
above all, a lack of work on the body of Liverpool merchants
involved in the African trade in these years and on their
position within Liverpool. Who were they? How did they adjust
to the problems of abolition? How did they develop the new
'legitimate commerce'? This lack of information is unfortunate,
for not only were Liverpool's African traders a major force in
Liverpool politics in the early nineteenth century but study of
these figures throws light on the importance of the African
commerce to Liverpool's trade in these years.
To understand the importance of these early nineteenthcentury merchants we need to understand the threat posed to
Liverpool by the abolition of the British slave trade in 1807. For
Liverpool's slave traders, abolition threatened their very
livelihood. Yet Liverpool's trade survived 1807, not least
because of the development of an alternative, 'legitimate' trade
with Africa by a number of Liverpool merchants. It was the skill
and enterprise of these Liverpool merchants, and particularly
those from the Tobin and Horsfall families, that established this
'legitimate' commerce between Africa and Liverpool. Trade in
palm oil came to replace the trade in slaves as the major
Liverpool involvement with Africa after 1807. Palm oil
oil
extracted from the nuts of the oil palm, elaeis guineensis
had
long been traded from West Africa, primarily as a foodstuff for
the cargoes of slaves being transported across the Atlantic. 5
However, by this period, palm oil was in demand in Britain as a
major component in the manufacture of candles and soap and
(in the days before mineral oil) as an industrial lubricant. It was
also used as a lubricating grease for railway stock and in the
manufacture of tinplate. 6 As Britain's industrialization
proceeded apace in the nineteenth century therefore, imports of
palm oil into Britain increased considerably. At the time of
abolition in 1807 Britain imported 2,233 cwt of palm oil; by
1830 imports had reached 213,467 cwt. By then palm oil was
established as the major staple in Britain's African trade and
West Africa, particularly the Niger Delta, produced virtually all
the oil consumed in Britain. The trade was to continue to grow
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to a peak in the 1850s and early 1860s, with eventually around
1 million cwt being imported per annum, worth more than £l l/2
million p.a., with a similar figure involved in exports to West
Africa to pay for the oil. 7 Thereafter, however, the value of the
trade levelled off. Prices, which had reached a peak in the
1850s, began to fall to a trough in the late 1880s and the trade
entered a period of considerable difficulties as rival oils
particularly mineral oil, discovered in the USA in 1859
came
on to the market. 8
It was Liverpool, the British slave trading port par excellence,
which was to dominate this new commerce in palm oil.
Although quantities of palm oil were imported into London and
Bristol, throughout the century at least three quarters of
Britain's imports of palm oil were to come through Liverpool.
In the mid 1850s, some 26,000 tons of Liverpool shipping were
involved in the trade and Liverpool imports of oil were worth
more than £1 million a year. 9 Liverpool's previous position as
the main slave trading port of Britain was one reason why it
came to dominate this new 'legitimate' commerce. The African
trade required contacts on the West African coast and a
detailed knowledge of African conditions for its success. Since
the bulk of palm oil imports came from that part of West Africa
that had previously been a major source of slaves
the Niger
Delta
it was those traders previously well established in the
slave trade that were to be the most successful in developing the
new trade in oil.
Perhaps the major reason for Liverpool's pre-eminence in the
nineteenth-century African trade, however, lay in the port's
industrial hinterland. The factories of Lancashire provided a
ready market for an industrial lubricant like palm oil. Even
more important was the major soap industry that had emerged
around Merseyside by the end of the eighteenth century. Firms
like Hudsons of Liverpool, Gossages of Widnes and Crosfields
of Warrington were to be a major source of demand for palm
oil; a process confirmed once William Lever established his
soap making firm in the 1880s. 10 By the middle of the
nineteenth century indeed, Merseyside had surpassed London
as the major soap manufacturing area in Britain, and Liverpool
was responsible for four fifths of all British exports of soap.'' As
Marriner has shown, cheap sources of alkali and of fats gave
Merseyside's soap manufacturers an important advantage over
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rivals in London and the North-East. Palm oil was central to
this for it was imports of cheap palm oil that provided the latter
and soda extracted from the salt deposits of Cheshire which
provided the former. In contrast London soap manufacturers
relied on imported Spanish barilla for their alkali, and tallow,
which was more expensive than palm oil, for their fat. 12
The exports of Merseyside also played an important role in
explaining Liverpool's continued predominance in the African
trade. Lancashire cloth, for instance, came to be in great
demand in West Africa in exchange for palm oil, as did
'Manchester goods'. 13 More important early on in the century
were, once again, the salt deposits of Cheshire which provided a
crucially important export in great demand in West Africa. 14 A
final factor in Liverpool's continued dominance of the African
trade in the nineteenth century which should not be ignored lay
in the great dock improvements of Merseyside in the middle
part of the century. These developments, culminating in the
creation of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board in 1857, gave
Liverpool a crucial advantage, particularly concerning 'turnaround times', when compared to its maritime rivals Bristol and
London. 15
It was Liverpool traders, therefore, who dominated the
nineteenth-century African trade just as their predecessors had
dominated the slave trade. Over half the British traders
involved in the African palm oil trade were based in Liverpool,
and their businesses were at the heart of the trade. During the
1830s and 1840s, according to one study, more than a dozen
palm oil traders were operating in Liverpool; London had
around ten (relatively small-scale) traders while only two or so
operated from Bristol. The dozen or so Liverpool oil traders fell
into two categories. At the centre of Liverpool's African trade in
the early nineteenth century were a handful of big specialists
like J. O. Bold, W. A. & G. Maxwell, and Wilson & Dawson,
who made several voyages to West Africa and imported large
quantities of oil each year. Rarely did a trader from elsewhere
in Britain rival these big Liverpool traders for size. Around
them were a larger number of small-scale Liverpool operators,
such as Yule & Co., J. & R. Fisher, J. & H. Cummings, or
Zwilchenbart, Blessig and Co., who were more general
merchants using smaller ships and undertaking perhaps only
one voyage to West Africa a year. The traders in this category
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were more likely to be transients in the African trade, entering
it briefly as and when opportunities emerged. 16
Very little work has been done by historians on these early
nineteenth-century Liverpool traders. There were two families
in particular who were at the heart of this group of Liverpool
traders after 1807, the Tobins and the Horsfalls. It was the
Tobins and Horsfalls who were responsible for the growth of
Liverpool's new 'legitimate' commerce after 1807. It was their
skill and enterprise that enabled Liverpool to retain its position
in Britain's African trade during the nineteenth century. They
dominated early nineteenth-century Liverpool commercial and
political life: they held many of the major offices in Liverpool
politics and were to be the largest Liverpool, and therefore
British, traders with Africa in the early and mid nineteenth
century. A study of their careers shows the way Liverpool
retained its position as the leading port in Britain's African
trade after abolition.
The Tobin family were originally from Dublin and derived
from John Tobin, a periwig maker who moved to Douglas, Isle
of Man. His son, Patrick Tobin (1735-94), founded the Tobin
trading dynasty via the slave trade and the purchase of estates
in the West Indies. He had seventeen children, of whom the
most prominent were to be his eldest son, John Tobin
(1763-1851), and his sixth, Thomas Tobin (1775-1863).' 7 John
Tobin married Sarah Aspinall (1770-1853), daughter of John
Aspinall of Liverpool, and they had eight children. This
Aspinall connection was important to the Tobins and it is
possible that Sarah brought money with her; certainly Tobin's
business was transformed after his marriage in 1798. The
Aspinalls were prominent slave traders of Liverpool in the late
eighteenth century with three members of the family, John,
James and William, trading as J. and J. Aspinall. They traded
with the Niger Delta and Angola; a further member of the
family, Thomas, lived in Jamaica and was responsible for selling
the slaves as they arrived from Africa. After 1807 they turned to
'legitimate' commerce and continued to trade until 1830. 18 The
Horsfall business in Liverpool was founded by Charles Horsfall.
It is not clear when his business began but it appears to have
been shortly after the start of the century. He was involved in
the West Indies trade initially, though whether this included the
slave trade itself is debatable: certainly he owned property in
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Jamaica and it would be unlikely for him not to be involved in
the trade, despite later denials. 19 He had three sons, Thomas
Berry Horsfall (1805-78), Robert Horsfall and George Henry
Horsfall (1824 1900), two of whom took over the business after
him.
Two factors were common to the emergence of these family
businesses. One was the fact that they could draw on family
resources. At a time when it was difficult to raise capital for
risky trading ventures overseas, the financial support that
members of a family could give one another was crucial. The
other was a West Indies connection. Both the Tobins and
Horsfalls began their businesses in the West Indies trade, and,
though they were never amongst the largest slave traders of this
period such as the Tarleton, Backhouse, Dawson, or Boates
families, the West Indies connection, not least as a source of
rum and sugar for their African trade, remained important
throughout their careers. 20
John Tobin made his fortune with a number of successful
transactions during the later years of the slave trade. He was a
sailing master by the 1790s and, according to Gomer Williams,
he was captain of a privateer out of Liverpool, the Gipsey, which
in 1793 captured three French ships carrying a total of 484
slaves off the coast of Africa. By 1798 he was master of the
Molly sailing to Angola for George Case & Co. of Liverpool,
purchasing 436 slaves. 21 By 1799, however, following his
marriage, he was trading on his own account as John Tobin and
Co. Thomas Tobin similarly began his career as a master in the
African slave trade in the late 1790s, trading for J. andj.
Aspinall among others. He was involved in ten slaving voyages
to Jamaica, mainly from Bonny, the major port of the Niger
Delta. 22 In later years he was to be a robust defender of the
slave trade; some slaves, he tried to claim, 'begged' to be taken
from Africa. For himself, he said, he treated slaves with the
greatest kindness: 'If they had been in a nursery in any private
family they could not have been treated more so'. 23 By 1810 he
had followed his brother in leaving the sea to settle in Liverpool.
For the Tobins, as for others who had made their careers in the
slave trade, the prospect of abolition in 1807 posed a serious
threat. Many slave traders went out of business in this period
and while the problems of abolition have been exaggerated,
Liverpool's African merchants did experience problems in the
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years immediately after 1807. 24 The Tobin brothers, however,
survived these difficulties remarkably well. This was due to their
rapid development of the alternative trade in palm oil between
Africa and Liverpool. They were by no means the only
Liverpool merchants to turn to palm oil after 1807; J. O. Bold
and James Penny were also in the forefront of this
development. 25 But, as John Latham in his study ofJohn Tobin
has argued, Tobin played a major role in this. John Tobin was
the person behind the initial expansion of the trade in palm oil
from the Niger Delta during the 1810s and early 1820s. He did
this by developing the oil trade from Old Calabar, the Niger
Delta port that was to be the centre of the oil trade until the
1840s, through the export of large quantities of Cheshire salt
from Liverpool. Central to this, suggests Latham, was the
trading alliance Tobin formed during the 1820s with Duke
Ephraim, the leading merchant and political figure of Old
Calabar. 26
The growth of palm oil imports restored Liverpool's position
as Britain's leading port in the African trade. The techniques
and practices developed for this commerce by figures like John
Tobin owed much to the slaving era. In these early years this
was a very unsophisticated trade that, like the slave trade before
it, was focused around the single trading voyage from Liverpool
to the African coast by a ship loaded with manufactured goods
to be exchanged for oil. The geography of the Niger Delta was
such that there were no land bases for Liverpool traders to
reside in: instead traders remained moored in their ships in the
rivers of the Delta for the several months it took to collect a
cargo of oil. This of course increased the risks of disease and ill
health as well as increasing the costs of a voyage in wages and
insurance. This in turn meant that, unlike the general trend in
Liverpool's commerce in this period, this remained an
unspecialized trade with the trading and shipping functions of
the voyage not separated. The high risks in the trade meant
that traders provided their own ships and relied on the resulting
high capital costs of entry to the trade to keep interlopers out. 27
John Tobin, for instance, owned virtually all the ships he used in
the African trade. 28 Statistics are notoriously difficult to come
by for this subject but it seems clear that by the 1820s John
Tobin was among the biggest two or three oil importers in
Liverpool. 29 Given that many of his competitors remained only
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briefly in the oil trade, his success over so many years is all the
more remarkable. By the mid 1830s, indeed, he was probably
the largest single importer of palm oil into Britain, importing
over 6,000 casks of oil in six cargoes in 1835 for instance. 30
The key to John Tobin's success lay in the valuable contacts
and experience he had built up in the Niger Delta, and
especially Old Calabar, during the slave trade era. Precise
knowledge of the African market was essential: goods that
might sell in one Delta river would not necessarily do so in
another. His success also derived from the emphasis he put on
specialization in his African trade, concentrating largely on
palm oil and ivory. 31 It also lay in his wider trading connections.
He continued to trade with the West Indies and even Bombay
during this period, buying sugar and rum in the former and
cotton cloth in the latter. Rum and Indian cloth, of course, were
heavily in demand in the African trade. His family also owned a
gunpowder works at Ballincollig, near Cork; gunpowder being
extensively used in the African trade. 32 Nor was John Tobin just
a successful overseas trader. During the early 1820s he was
involved in promoting a railway between Liverpool and
Manchester and in 1838 he was involved in the 'Transatlantic
Steam Company' to establish a steamship service to New
York. 33 The success of his trading can be seen in the way he
invested its profits in the purchase of Oakhill House in 1819
and then Liscard Hall, Wallasey, in 1835. Quite when he retired
from business is unclear, but it appears to have been in the early
1840s. 34
If John Tobin was responsible for encouraging the growth of
Liverpool's oil trade with Old Calabar, then his brother
Thomas Tobin concentrated on the oil trade from Bonny, the
Niger Delta port that came to replace Old Calabar during the
1830s and 1840s as the heart of the trade. This was the port
from which Thomas Tobin had done so much slaving before
1807. According to his own testimony at least, he 'began' the oil
trade there and it is certainly true that he was one of the earliest
British traders to deal in palm oil from that port. 35 He was to
follow his brother in becoming one of the largest oil importers
in Liverpool. He claimed in 1832 to be paying at least £10,000
duty on his oil. In 1845 he had four ships trading to Bonny;
only one other Liverpool trader, Thomas Harrison, could
match this, while in 1852 he was the fifth largest importer of
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palm oil in Liverpool, importing 1,530 tons of palm oil in four
ships from West Africa. 36 Thomas Tobin's success was built
around his contacts in Bonny, at a time when, due to changes in
marketing structures in the interior of the Delta, Bonny was
replacing Old Calabar as the major source of palm oil for
Liverpool. It was also due to his willingness to develop new
sources of African produce. Unlike his brother he did not
specialize on the Niger Delta oil trade alone. He traded
extensively on the so-called 'south coast', the area around the
Congo river to the south of the Delta, for ivory, elephant's teeth,
gums and copper ore; by the 1840s a considerable number of
his ships could be found along this coast. 37
Charles Horsfall and Sons were the other major Liverpool oil
importers of this period. Horsfalls began to specialize in the
African trade in the late 1810s. 38 They continued to trade to the
West Indies as well as India in this period. There was
considerable overlap between Thomas Tobin's business and that
of Charles Horsfall as Tobin formed a partnership with Charles
Horsfall sometime in the late 1810s. Such partnerships were
very common in the African trade given the high risks involved
and often would be formed on an ad hoc basis for just one
voyage. 'Horsfall and Tobin', however, continued right through
to the late 1830s, though Thomas Tobin simultaneously
continued to trade separately as Thomas Tobin and Son. 39
It was the African oil trade that became the centre of the
Horsfall business. By the middle of the century, indeed, they
were the largest oil traders in Britain, a position they
maintained to the 1860s. According to one study of six years of
imports between 1835 and 1850, Horsfalls were the largest
importers of oil on five occasions.40 In 1852, according to Poole,
they imported more than double any other Liverpool oil trader:
nearly 5,000 tons from fourteen ships, with Thomas Harrison
(2,421 tons, six ships) the next largest.41 Their ships and agents
could be found in all the Delta rivers by the 1850s. They were
clearly very large: one observer spoke of them having between
eight and ten ships at Bonny at a time in the 1860s, while
another referred to their having a quarter of a million pounds
tied up in just one river of the Delta in 1856.42 Charles Horsfall
left the trade sometime during the late 1830s and the business
was taken over by his eldest son, Thomas Horsfall, and then by
another son, George. 43 Thomas Horsfall, was the first
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Chairman of the African Association of Liverpool Traders in
1844, and the first President of the Liverpool Chamber of
Commerce in 1850-52. 44 It was under these two brothers that
the firm entered its most successful period in the 1850s and
1860s as the largest African traders of Liverpool. They achieved
this predominant position by their willingness to utilise new
techniques in the oil trade. They were the first to use 'hulks' in
the Delta rivers as bases for their traders, as well as a depot on
the adjacent island of Fernando Po. 45 These innovations of
Horsfalls reduced the risks and costs of the trade that derived
from the earlier practice of ships waiting long periods in the
Delta rivers. 46 Like the Tobins they also traded extensively
along the 'south coast'. By the 1840s they had several factories
along this coast and were among the first to send a ship to
explore up the River Congo for trade in 1845. 47
It was the rising price and volume of oil that underlay the
other feature of these two families in this period, the major role
they played in Liverpool politics when the African trade was at
its peak. By the late 1850s the Liverpool price of palm oil had
risen from around £25 per ton in the 1820s to a peak of £45
per ton. As oil could cost around half this on the West African
coast, profits were reputedly high. 48 The involvement of
successful African merchants in Liverpool politics was nothing
new. 49 Nor, of course, was the involvement of merchants
generally in Liverpool's politics anything unusual. Such
involvement was central throughout this period. But African
traders had never played as prominent a role as the Tobin and
Horsfall families were to do during the years the African oil
trade flourished. This involvement was begun by John Tobin
when he stood for mayor in 1819; three other members of the
two families were to serve on the Council and one, Thomas
Horsfall, was to represent the borough in Parliament for over
two decades.
Liverpool politics in the early nineteenth century was
dominated by the Tory interest and much government
patronage was used to keep it so. Opposition to abolition of the
slave trade, support for the port's trade generally, and the Tory
interest, coalesced around control of the Parliamentary seats of
the borough, and control of the Common Council. At the
Parliamentary level, Liverpool 'had the reputation of being one
of the most corrupt . . . constituencies in England'. 50 Liverpool
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M.P.s in these years spearheaded the opposition to abolition;
indeed General Gascoyne was elected one of Liverpool's two
M.P.s in 1807 on a platform of restoring the slave trade.51 From
1812 he was joined as Liverpool M.P. by George Canning, who
was supported by the shipping and African interests in
Liverpool and whose campaign was led by John Gladstone;
from 1826 William Huskisson replaced Canning. 52 Liverpool
Common Council was also a Tory stronghold in this period. Of
the forty-one members in the early 1830s, thirty-six were said to
be Tories. 53 The Common Council was controlled by the 3,000
or so freemen of Liverpool who monopolized the franchise both
for Westminster and Council elections. They alone could elect
the mayor or bailiffs, sit in the Council or become mayor. 54 By
the nineteenth century the freemen of Liverpool had become a
closed elite; the position of freeman had originally been open
on the payment of a fee but from the late eighteenth century
membership was tightly restricted. Many of the wealthiest of
Liverpool's merchants were excluded and great criticism
ensued.55 This was exacerbated by religious divisions. In these
years before the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, the
Council was a stronghold of Anglicanism at a time when an
increasing proportion of the population were Dissenters and
Catholics, prompting further criticism.56
John Tobin was at the heart of this Tory elite's control of
Liverpool politics. 'The friend of Canning and Huskisson', as he
has been described, Tobin stood for mayor in 1819 in the Tory
interest. 57 The mayor's job was largely honorific, though it did
have several judicial functions and he presided over the quarter
sessions. It also ensured its incumbent a pension for life of
£1,200 P- a- and its symbolic importance was such that elections
to the post were keenly contested affairs and an opportunity for
political scores to be settled.58 The 1827 election for the office
cost the winner £8,000, for instance. 59 Tobin had been active in
local politics before; in 1818 he had nominated Canning as
M.P. and he was clearly close to the Gladstone family that
dominated Liverpool Tory politics in these years. In 1818 he
seconded John Gladstone's proposal of J. Hollinshead as
mayor. 60 He was one of a Committee, including John
Gladstone and Thomas Tobin, set up to defend the Crown and
Constitution in the troubled climate of 1819. 61 John Tobin was
elected mayor in 1819 by 722 votes to 683; in 1820 he was
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knighted on the accession of George IV. 62 As Latham has
argued, his success in the election may at least partly have been
due to the sudden and unexpected rise in palm oil prices to
record heights in 1818. 63 Certainly he needed the money.
According to the Liverpool Mercury
his political opponents
he paid six shillings per vote to get elected in one of 'the most
barefaced acts of bribery that ever disgraced even the
electioneering annals of this venal rotten borough'. Rioting was
said to have followed his election. 64
Sir John Tobin was at the centre of a network of Tory and
African trading influence in the Liverpool Common Council.
The Liverpool Mercury in 1832 railed against the Council and
noted how so many of its forty-one members were related by
marriage and were African merchants. 63 The nature of this
network of local influence can be seen in Sir John Tobin's
involvement in the Council's purchase of land at Wallasey Pool
in 1828. The Council's Select Finance Committee decided to
purchase land at Wallasey in order to build new docks. Sir John
was a prominent member of the Committee and the land
purchased by the Council belonged to him and William Laird;
Sir John indeed had only bought the land four months earlier
and made £60,531 from the transaction. It was such examples
that prompted the 'Bankers, Merchants and Householders in
Liverpool' to petition the House of Commons against the elite
who controlled the Common Council. 66 Sir John Tobin's career
in local politics was only the start of a period of political activity
by other members of the Tobin and Horsfall families, all in the
Tory interest. Charles Horsfall, for instance, was elected bailiff
in 1829 and then mayor in 1832, having been nominated by Sir
John. James Aspinall and Robertson Gladstone, one of
HorsfalTs leading supporters, were elected bailiffs at the same
time.67
The next generation of the two families also entered politics.
Charles Horsfall's elder son, Thomas B. Horsfall, was perhaps
the most eminent of them all. Although he had stood for the
council in 1836 and lost, he was an alderman between 1844
and 1850 and mayor 1847-48. In 1857, nominated by James
Tobin, he stood successfully for Parliament and represented
Liverpool as Conservative M.P. until 1878. He was also
Chairman of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce in
1850-52, the only African trader to be so until A. L. Jones in
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1900. 68 Charles Horsfall's other son George was elected
councillor in the Conservative interest in 1846 and remained on
Liverpool council for sixteen years. James Tobin followed his
uncle Sir John into politics. He too was prominent in
Conservative circles in Liverpool and was Chairman of the
Political Committee of Liverpool Conservative Club. He was
elected councillor from 1847 to 1865, and was mayor in 1854
to 1865: at thirty-six the youngest mayor in Liverpool's
history. 69 These two African trading families had thus reached
the centre of both 'trade and polities' in Liverpool by the
middle of the century. Members of the families served on the
Council throughout the first half of the century and one
represented Liverpool as M.P. for twenty-one years. The
African trade buttressed the Tory interest in Liverpool after
abolition as it had before; equally, these trading families used
politics to assert their prominence as leaders of Liverpool
society.
Their status at the heart of Liverpool society was reflected in
Sir John Tobin's purchase of Oakhill House and then Liscard
Hall. 70 Charles Horsfall owned property in Everton while James
Tobin bought Eastham House, Cheshire. 71 George Horsfall at
the end of the century, if not a great estate owner, was living the
life of a landed gentleman with 617 acres. 72 As leaders of
Liverpool society they also played their part in local
philanthropy. Thomas Horsfall was particularly active in this,
not least as patron of the Liverpool Benevolent Society for
Reclaiming Fallen Women. He was also a major supporter of
the Church Missionary Society over thirty-five years and
donated £600 for the building of a mission church in Bonny. 73
Similarly, George Horsfall built Christ Church, Linnet Lane,
Liverpool, and was the President of the Committee of the
Liverpool Royal Southern Hospital for twenty-six years. 74
After the 1850s, however, the prosperity of these two families
was adversely affected by the downturn in the palm oil trade
that set in from the early 1860s. Prices began to fall and entered
a long decline to a trough in the late 1880s, when they were
around half what they had been in the 1850s. 75 This in turn was
reinforced by changes in the organization of Liverpool's oil
trade due to the establishment of a regular steamship sendee
between Britain and West Africa by Macgregor Laird of
Birkenhead in 1852. Initially these monthly steamships
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operated from London but from 1856 they began sailing from
Liverpool. In 1869 Laird's African Steam Ship Co. was joined
by a second firm, the British and African Steam Navigation
Co. 76 The steamship services had a major impact on
Liverpool's West African trade. By divorcing shipping from
commerce for the first time in this trade they allowed any
businessman to send quantities of produce, no matter how
small, back to Liverpool on the steamers. This meant that the
long established Liverpool firms
like the Tobins and
Horsfalls
who had hitherto relied on the high capital costs of
ship ownership to restrict entry into the trade, were now faced
with an influx of smaller-scale, low-cost rivals. According to one
estimate numbers in the oil trade rose from some twenty-six in
1850 to 150 by 1870." As one observer commented in 1873, 'in
the days of sailing ships a few wealthy firms had a sort of
monopoly on the oil trade and large profits; but large profits are
a thing of the past which can never return. Steam has brought
new firms and a keen competition'. 78
The increased competition that ensued from the 1850s
induced a number of changes in organization. For instance, it
prompted a move from 'ship to shore' in the Niger Delta. The
larger traders began increasingly to use 'resident agents' based
more or less permanently in the Delta to purchase oil; 'hulks'
were towed out and moored in the rivers as bases for these
agents, or 'factories' built on shore. Others made plans to push
inland to get closer to the source of the oil. Yet others began to
open up new areas of the African coast. 79 Liverpool's African
trade was becoming very different from the earlier, simpler
system that the Tobins and Horsfalls had pioneered, when a
single ship was sent out from Liverpool to West Africa on a
trading voyage. New capital investment, whether in agents, in
factories or in opening new areas, was essential for a firm to
survive in these new competitive conditions. Yet this was
happening at a time of falling prices. The resulting pressures
meant that the 1860s onwards were to be a period of
considerable restructuring. Many Liverpool merchants indeed
disappeared under these pressures. It was the older established
traders, like the Tobins and Horsfalls, who had hitherto
dominated the trade, who had most to lose as these new
techniques
many of them originally developed by Charles
Horsfall
spread through the trade.
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These changes occurred at an unfortunate time for the Tobin
and Horsfall families because they coincided with major
generational changes within the families themselves. Out of the
twenty children of John and Thomas Tobin only one, Thomas's
son James Aspinall Tobin, entered the family business. Sir John's
only surviving son, John Tobin, entered the Church. 80 In turn,
James's sons left commerce for finance and the law. 81 On the
Horsfall side there were similar problems. Thomas Horsfall,
despite marrying four times, had no issue. 82 His brother George,
who took over the firm as Thomas turned to his political career,
also seems to have had no surviving children.83 Charles's other
son, Robert, turned to finance, establishing Horsfall Brothers,
stockbrokers of Liverpool. 84 Major changes in the two businesses
ensued. There were two alternatives for the families if they were
to survive in the trade they had done so much to establish. They
could abandon their family business organization and obtain
major injections of capital from outside, for instance by becoming
a joint stock company. Given the lack of family members entering
the business this was an obvious approach. Alternatively they
could attempt to continue the old family organization and try to
find some new techniques or supply of oil that would enable
them to survive in the depression. Either way, failure would mean
withdrawal from the African trade altogether.
Thomas Tobin's business took the first path. In 1863, on the
death of Thomas Tobin, the business was merged into the
newly created Company of African Merchants, one of the first
joint stock companies in the African trade. This firm
amalgamated the old Tobin, Gruning and Castellain
businesses of Liverpool with James Tobin as Managing
Director. 85 With the injection of capital thus obtained, the
Company of African Merchants attempted to develop new
areas of trade in the face of the depression. It set up a dozen
establishments along the West African coast and in particular
tried to develop along the 'south coast', the area Thomas
Tobin had opened up. 86 James Tobin, however, was not of the
calibre of his father or uncle, and his judgement proved faulty.
One observer noted that the company had 'a large and
expensive establishment (on the south coast) of no mortal use
to them . . . they must be loosing a good deal of money on this
part of the coast', and it was reported that they were making
heavy losses due to 'extravagance'. Shareholders were called to
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put more money into the firm but this made little difference.87
The problem was that the 'south coast' was increasingly
vulnerable to Portuguese political interference in this period
and in any case was an area of low returns compared to the
Niger Delta. In effect the Company was retreating to the
margins of the African trade and the result was inevitable. The
Company was wound up in 1874 and James Tobin, the last
Tobin in the African trade, left to join T. & H. Littledale of
Liverpool, general produce merchants, who were related by
marriage to his family.88 This did not mark the complete end of
the Tobin connection with Africa, however, for James became
a shareholder in the British and Continental African Co. Ltd.
of 1873 which took over the Company of African Merchants'
assets. This new Company was to be more successful and was
one of the big nine palm oil firms merged into the African
Association conglomerate in 1889, itself a product of this
period of restructuring. 89
The Horsfall firm chose the second of the two alternatives
facing the families in this period. They tried to remain a family
based firm and attempted to continue to innovate as Charles
Horsfall had done. They bought their own steamships in order
to compete with Laird's service for instance, and were the first
to open trade at Opobo, the major new centre in the Delta that
developed in the 1870s. 90 But the costs of these changes proved
too great for a family firm. In 1875 as the depression in the oil
trade started to squeeze, they retired from business and sold off
their assets. The Horsfall connection with the African trade
they had dominated for so long ended. 91
The problem for the Tobins and Horsfalls was that
Liverpool's African commerce was moving away from the
unsophisticated, unspecialized structure that the firms' founders
had done so much to create. Under the impact of the
steamships' arrival and the ensuing depression the trade was
becoming increasingly specialized, both in terms of function
and commodity. This was indeed the case throughout
Liverpool's commerce in this period and the African trade was
merely catching up with what had become the norm elsewhere.
The Tobins and Horsfalls belonged to an earlier generation
when Liverpool's African merchants could rely on the
difficulties and expense of entering the African trade to keep
interlopers out. Now, with the establishment of the steamship
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lines, the business was open to all comers and the old methods
had become obsolete.
Liverpool's African commerce had therefore changed
dramatically after 1860. The old slave trading generation who
had created and led this trade after 1807 did not fit this new
era. The Tobin and Horsfall families had dominated Liverpool
trade and politics in the early nineteenth century in the way no
later African traders were to do until the arrival on the scene of
A. L. Jones, the steamship magnate, at the end of the century.
With the disappearance of Charles Horsfall & Sons and the
Company of African Merchants in the 1870s, Liverpool's
African trade passed to a new generation of trader, more suited
to the times and with greater access to capital. John Tobin,
Thomas Tobin and Charles Horsfall may have established the
palm oil trade but it was men like John Holt of John Holt and
Co., and A. L. Jones of Elder Dempster and Co., managing
directors of joint stock companies, who now replaced the old
family based, ex-slave trade generation as the leaders of both
Liverpool's and Britain's African commerce. In this sense the
period between 1807 and the 1860s represented by the Tobin
and Horsfall families was a half-century of transition as
Liverpool's trade adjusted from the old slave trader era to the
modern business organization that characterized it in the
twentieth century.
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